The Search for the Rusty Patched Bumble Bee:
Citizen Science Protocol
I

Introduction
The Rusty Patched Bumble Bee (RPBB) is a federally endangered Bumble Bee species that is
native to the Eastern United States and once found throughout the forests of the Appalachian Mountains,
including the Southern Appalachians. This species is unique in that it spends a lot of its time in the forest,
although in the summer and fall they do venture out into the open at forest edges to follow the blooming
wildflowers. RPBB is the first bumblebee species to emerge in the spring and the last species to go into
hibernation in the fall.
Though once widespread, this species has seen a significant decline over the past 20 years and has
not been seen in North Carolina since 1994 outside of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. The
species also has not been seen in GSMNP since 2006. For this reason, Wild South has enlisted your help
to give a chance to re-discover this species in the Southern Appalachians so that the proper actions can be
taken to make sure we conserve this species’ habitat and give the RPBB a chance to recover here. In
addition to the noble effort to search for this disappearing species, this project will help us learn more about
the plight of other bumblebee species that may be following the same trajectory and give us the opportunity
to learn how to prevent any other species from disappearing from the Southern Appalachians.

RPBB Life Cycle
Colony initiation begins in spring with a solitary queen (foundress). The foundress searches for a
suitable nest site, collects pollen and nectar from flowers to support egg production, and lays eggs. Worker
bees hatch in spring and take on responsibility of colony support, care of young, and food collection. The
population of the colony grows throughout summer. Later stage colony development (mid- July to
September) new queens and males begin to hatch. At the end of the season (fall), the foundress dies and
new queens mate before hibernating. The males and worker bees die as the new queens search for a
suitable winter site where they go into diapause (a form of hibernation). The cycle begins again in spring
with solitary queens. An identification pocket guide can be found at: http://www.xerces.org/wpcontent/uploads/2009/02/affinis_pocketid.pdf.

RPBB Habitat Requirements
Winter Habitat: Little is known about RPBB winter habitat requirements. Other species of Bombus
burrow into soft soil or compost, or in mole hills. RPBB queens have been known to overwinter in the top
~3cm of loose soil.
Spring Habitat: RPBB typically use abandoned rodent nests or similar cavities, one to four feet
underground, for colony nest sites. They have occasionally been observed in above ground nests. RPBB are
one of the first Bombus species to emerge in spring so early blooming plants are vital; especially woodland
spring ephemeral flowers. Therefore, RPBB is often associated with woodland habitats. Average forage
distance from nest is about 1 km.
Summer –Fall Habitat: Require a constant and diverse supply of flowers that bloom throughout the
colony’s life cycle. Constant food (nectar and pollen) supply is vital to the health of the colony. The number
of queens that a colony produces is directly related to the amount of pollen available.

Project Design and Protocol
This project is meant to be an extensive search for RPBB, but also other bumblebees across the
Southern Appalachian Mountains; therefore, while we may have specific sites that are priorities to search for
RPBB, we want you to be on the lookout for all types of bumble bees anywhere and everywhere; especially
in backcountry locations that are harder for agencies to survey. These areas in the backcountry could be the
last refuge of the RPBB in the Southern Appalachian Mountains just waiting for you to find it. Be on the
lookout everywhere, though – even your own backyard. Data collected from your observations may help
reveal meaningful trends in bumblebee community structure that may be driven by patterns in temperature,
elevation, or seasonality of certain flowering plants. Throughout the life of this project, we will lead hiking
and backpacking trips to some of the priority locations as well so you can work on this project on your own,
come out with us on bumble bee expeditions, or both! The survey protocol is very simple and is detailed
below. All observations will be submitted to iNaturalist (details below) and ID’s will be provided by experts
in Bumble Bee identification.

***A note on project design: This project is designed so that we handle the animals as little
as possible. Because every remaining population of RPBB is so important for the continued
existence of this species, it is imperative that these survey methods are non-lethal only and
minimize handling. Every effort should be made to minimize handling or otherwise harming
animals captured for photographs. Also, unfortunately we are not permitted to collect data
on any NPS service land so please avoid submitting observations from Great Smoky
Mountains National Park and the Blue Ridge Parkway. ***

Survey Protocol




Go for a hike (or look along the roadside, your backyards, or your friend’s back yard, you
get the picture).
When in areas with wildflowers, keep an eye out for bumble bees. Don’t be afraid to go off
trail if some bright flowers catch your eye.
If you spot a bumble bee:
o Say: Huzzah, the day is mine!
o Get out a jar and scoop up the bumble bee (they are generally easy to capture this
way, but you can use a butterfly net as well if you have one, just be careful not to
harm the animal)
 We can provide you with a jar if you need (best dimensions for phone
cameras is about 3 inches deep and less than 2.5 inches wide)
o Place your camera on the open end of the jar to keep the bee from escaping and
take a good number of pictures. This will get you good pictures looking down on
the back of the animal. To get pictures of the face and the lateral angles of the animal,
it is easier to put the cap on your jar and take pictures from the side.

o




BEFORE YOU LET THE BEE GO: Review the pictures to make sure you got
clear shots and that you were able to capture the characters that we need to be able
to identify the species (in the “Photo Guidelines” section below).
o Note the flower species the Bumble Bee was found on and take a picture of the
flower as well. Images of the host plant/flower may also become useful information.
o Record the coordinates where you found the Bumble Bee
 If you have a GPS unit, that’s great! If not, there are a number of apps that
can collect accurate coordinates for a location even when the phone doesn’t
have service. The one I use is called maps.me and is a free app. If you’d
like information on how to use that app to collect coordinates, just contact
me at morgan@wildsouth.org, but feel free to use whatever method you are
most comfortable with to collect location information
o If you have a nice camera and would like to just get pictures of the bee on the flower,
that’s fine too, just be sure to capture those characters that are important for ID
(capturing pictures in the jar is much easier).
o Upload your pictures, location coordinates, populate observation fields, and add any
notes to our iNaturalist project at: https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/the-search-forthe-rusty-patched-bumble-bee - ***You will need an iNaturalist account and
invitation to join this project before you can access***
 For information on getting started with iNaturalist, visit:
https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/getting+started
 Once you have made an account on iNaturalist, contact
morgan@wildsouth.org and we can invite you to the RPBB project
o Notes on iNaturalist observations: I
 If you cannot ID the species yourself you can add the observation just as
“Bumble Bee” and experts will analyze the picture and attempt to provide
an ID
 An “observation” is one bumble bee so each individual bumble bee you
photograph will be a separate observation so remember to keep track of
what photos are all of the same bumble bee. Write the picture numbers
down if you need to!
Photo Guidelines on the next page!
iNaturalist Example on page 5

Photo Guidelines
Bumblebees vary in appearance according to species and sex/caste. There is even variation in
appearance within the same caste, making identification from photos a challenge. Photographs of the bumble
bees should include the following angles:






Lateral (from the side) – the shape of leg segments can be diagnostic
Face (head on) – the shape/outline of the face can be diagnostic
Back (looking down on the animal) – the color patterns of the top of head, thorax,
and abdominal segments is diagnostic. The color patterns may change with varying
light conditions and camera angles. More photos are better!
Behind (looking from the back) – the colors on segments T4 – T6 are hard to see
sometimes looking down on the back, especially for Cuckoo Bumble Bee whose
abdomen curves under their body
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The iNaturalist Project
All observations should be submitted to our iNaturalist project at the link below. If observations are
submitted to iNaturalist, but not to our project, we won’t be able to keep track of your submissions. So
please be sure that all of your observations are being submitted to “The Search for the Rusty Patched
Bumble Bee” project.




To be a part of the iNaturalist project you must first create an iNaturalist account (for help visit:
https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/getting+started)
Once you have created an iNaturalist account, email me at morgan@wildsouth.org and provide me
with your iNaturalist username so that we can invite you to be a contributor to the project
To access the iNaturalist project visit: https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/the-search-for-the-rustypatched-bumble-bee

Adding an observation

1)

To add an observation to the project click on the “Add observations to this project” in the top right
corner of the page

2)

Upload your pictures to the project

3)

Start populating the observation fields

a. Where were you?
i. Here, enter the coordinates for your
observation OR you can choose the
location on the map, just be sure to be
precise.

b. What did you see?
i. Here you can enter what species you
think you found. If you’re not sure, you
can just type “Bumble Bees”

c. When did you see it?
i. Just put the date of the observation

d. Description
i. Here put any notes that you think are
important. If you are taking an air
temperature reading be sure to note how
that measurement was taken here (e.g.
car thermometer, handheld device,
phone, etc)

e. Time of day
i. e.g. 10:30 am

f.

Air Temperautre

i. in °F

g. Host Flower/Plant
i. Flower species the BB was found on. If
you do not know, just upload the picture
and indicate in the notes that you
uploaded a picture.

h. Elevation
i. in feet

i.

Land Cover Type
i. e.g forest, meadow, bald, forest edge,
streamside

j.

If you don’t have the data for all these
fields, that is OK, but if you can gather
this information it will help us learn
more about why Bumble Bee species are
declining and what their habitat
requirements are
k. Once you have populated all the fields,
be sure to hit the “Save observation”
button and you’re done!
l. Do this for each individual bumble bee
you find.

